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Dynamic dc voltage band observed within each current branch
in the transition from static to dynamic electric-field domain
formation in a doped GaAs/AlAs superlattice
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Hong Kong, China
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~Received 2 April 1999; accepted for publication 31 August 1999!

A dynamic dc voltage band was found emerging from each sawtooth-like branch of the current–
voltage characteristics of a doped GaAs/AlAs superlattice in the transition process from static to
dynamic electric-field domain formation caused by increasing the sample temperature. As the
temperature increases, these dynamic dc voltage bands expand within each sawtooth-like branch,
squeeze out the static regions, and join up together to turn the whole plateau into dynamic
electric-field domain formation. These results are well explained by a general analysis of stability of
the sequential tunneling current in superlattices. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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In the last few years, self-sustained temporal current
cillations, or so-called current self-oscillations, under a fix
dc bias corresponding to dynamic electric-field dom
~EFD! formation1 have been observed in weakly coupl
semiconductor superlattices~SLs!.2–6 It has been shown tha
the current self-oscillation only occurs within a certain ran
of carrier concentration present in these SLs. Howev
above this carrier concentration range the current–volt
characteristics of these SLs exhibit discontinuities on the
quential resonance tunneling plateau and show a serie
sawtooth-like current branches corresponding to static E
formation.7,8 Recently, it has been shown that by applying
external magnetic field parallel to the SL layers or increas
the SL sample temperature can also produce the trans
between static and dynamic EFD formation.9 These results
are well explained by a general analysis of the stability of
sequential tunneling current in superlattices based solely
the magnitude of the negative differential resistance10 ~NDR!
region in the tunneling characteristics of a single barrie11

The transition is a consequence of changing NDR cause
increasing magnetic field and temperature.

In this letter, the SL sample temperature~T! induced
transition process between static and dynamic EFD for
tion was investigated in detail. A phenomenon was observ
During the transition process, the dynamic dc voltage ba
within which temporal current self-oscillation was observe
was found emerging from each sawtooth-like branch in
transition process. These dynamic dc voltage bands exp
within each sawtooth-like branch, squeeze out the static
gions in which static EFDs are formed, and join up toget
to turn the whole plateau into dynamic EFD formation as
temperature increases. These results are well explained
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general analysis of the stability of the sequential tunnel
current in superlattices.10 Based on a simple model, we sho
that the current self-oscillations, i.e., dynamic EFD form
tion, occur initially within a certain dc voltage range, i.e
dynamic voltage band, on each sawtooth-like branch. T
dynamic voltage bandwidth12 is increased with increasing
magnitude of NDR.

The doped GaAs/AlAs SL studied in this work wa
grown by molecular beam epitaxy. The SL consists of
periods of 14 nm GaAs wells and 4 nm AlAs barriers. T
SL is sandwiched between twon1-GaAs layers. The centra
10 nm of each GaAs well was doped with Si (n52
31017cm23). The sample was fabricated into 0
30.2 mm2 mesas. The current–voltageI (U) characteristics
of the sample were measured with the temperature ran
from 1.6 to 160 K by a HP4155A semiconductor parame
analyzer. The current self-oscillations were recorded b
HP54600A digital oscilloscope. A typicalI (U) curve of the
SL sample studied at low temperature is shown in Fig.
Three sequential resonance tunneling plateaus are obse
with a series of sawtooth-like current branches correspo

- FIG. 1. Typical I (U) curve measured at 1.6 K showing the three curre
plateaus.
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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ing to static EFD formation. In this study, we focus on t
second plateau where low-field domains, in which electr
tunnel from the ground state in one well to the first excit
state in the next, coexist with high-field domains in whi
tunneling is from the ground state to the second excited s
I (U) characteristics exhibit on each plateau a series of
sawtooth-like current branches. When the current jum
from one branch to the next, the charge layer at the dom
boundary moves from one well to the adjacent well.

The transition process from static to dynamic EFD fo
mation caused by increasing the sample temperatur
shown in Fig. 2. AtT5140 K, theI (U) of the SL exhibits a
series of sawtooth-like current branches on the plateau
responding to static EFD formation. AtT5156 K, the
sawtooth-like branches disappear, a flat current platea
observed in theI (U), and the current self-oscillations ar
observed under dc biases across the whole plateau indic
the dynamic EFD formation. During this transition proce
and at intermediate temperatures, a phenomenon is obse
As is more clearly shown in Fig. 3, which is an enlargem
of Fig. 2, a dynamic dc voltage band~indicated by the open
squares in Fig. 3! emerges from each sawtooth-like curre
branch at the beginning of the transition process~seeI (U)
curve atT5145 K in Fig. 3!, within this band current self-

FIG. 2. I (U) curves measured at different temperatures indicated show
the transition process from static to dynamic EFD formation for the sec
current plateau. Curves are offset for clarity.

FIG. 3. Enlargements of Fig. 2 show the detailed development of the
namic voltage band as a function of temperature. Open squares ind
dynamic regions while solid squares indicate static regions. Curves are
set for clarity.
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oscillations or dynamic EFD formation are observed. The
dynamic dc voltage bands expand towards the higher-volt
side within each sawtooth-like current branch, squeeze
the static regions~indicated by the solid squares in Fig. 3! in
which the static EFDs are formed, and join up together
turn the whole plateau into dynamic EFD formation as t
temperature increases. Figure 4 shows an example of
measured periodic time dependence of the current withT
5145 K and applied dc biasU52.845 V within a dynamic
voltage band.

These results can be understood in terms of the gen
analysis of instabilities and oscillations of the sequential t
neling current in a SL given by Wang and Niu.11 They have
derived general conditions for the stability of the curre
through a superlattice in which theI (V) characteristic of
each tunneling barrier~V being the bias across a single ba
rier! has a region of NDR. They show that as long as
absolute magnitude of the NDR of one barrier does not
ceed the sum of the positive differential resistance~PDR! of
the remaining barriers, static EFDs can form. If this con
tion is not met, the EFDs are unstable and current s
oscillation occurs. Increasing the sample temperature
hances the inelastic scattering through the barrier, increa
the valley current in theI (V) and broadening the resona
tunneling peak so as to reduce the tunneling peak current
a result, the magnitude of the NDR increases with increas
sample temperature and produces the transition from stat
dynamic EFD formation. In this general analysis it is al
predicted that the current self-oscillations, associated w
the dynamic EFD formation, occur initially within a certai
dc voltage range~or voltage band! on each sawtooth-like
current branch. Therefore, a series of dynamic voltage ba
is formed across the plateau. The dynamic voltage bandw
is increased with increasing the magnitude of the ND
While the results of Ref. 11 are general, they are most ea
made quantitative by considering a highly idealized mode
a SL with N21 wells separated byN barriers. We assume
that the tunneling current of each barrier between any
neighboring wells is given by the same piecewiseI (V) char-
acteristic shown in Fig. 5.

The three regions of the characteristic have slopesa,
2b, anda, respectively. The meanings ofF1 , F2 , D f , and
DF are indicated in Fig. 5. Static EFD formation corr
sponds tok barriers being in the high-field region~domain!
and N2k in the low field, where 1<k<N. The model ac-
counts for the sawtooth-like shape of the SL’sI (U) charac-
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FIG. 4. Measured periodic time dependence of the current atT5145 K and
U52.845 V, showing the so-called current self-oscillation or dynamic E
formation.
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teristics in the regime of static EFD formation.9 The current
discontinuities inI (U) occur when the external biasU is
equal toNF11(k21)DF corresponding to the EFD bound
ary moves from one well to the adjacent one. Within ea
sawtooth-like current branch, i.e., forNF11(k21)DF,U
,NF11kDF, the current increases with increasingU. It has
been shown in Ref. 11 that EFDs are stable as long
DF/D f ,N. However, ifDF/D f .N, corresponding to large
NDR, unstable EFD~current self-oscillation! can occur. In
this case, within each sawtooth-like current branch the biaU
is divided into two regions:~a! NF11(k21)DF,U,NF1

1kDF2ND f , where the general conditions for the stabili
of the current through a superlattice mentioned above is
met. Current self-oscillations or dynamic EFD formation o
cur to form a dynamic dc voltage band.~b! NF11kDF
2ND f ,U,NF11kDF, where the general conditions fo
the stability of the current through a superlattice mention
above is met. Static EFD formation is then observed. In ot
words, within each sawtooth-like current branch a dynam
voltage band emerges while the NDR is large so t
DF/D f .N. As the NDR is further increased, the dynam
region is extended to the high-voltage side on the branch
the static region is reduced. Thus, the model explains
experimental observation described above. Experiment

FIG. 5. Piecewise linearI (V) curve whereV is the bias across a singl
barrier. Low-field and high-field regions have the same slopea. NDR region
has the negative differential resistance21/b.
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the dynamic voltage band is found not to emerge in e
current branch simultaneously, indicating that theI (V) of
each barrier is, in fact, different across the SL. This comp
cates the analysis without altering the qualitative conc
sions.

In conclusion, the observed dynamic dc voltage ba
emerging from each sawtooth-like branch in the transit
process from static to dynamic EFD formation caused
increasing the sample temperature is explained in term
varying theI (V) characteristic of a single barrier in a supe
lattice made up ofN such barriers. As theI (V) changes,
EFD formation changes from static to dynamic. The dynam
EFD formation occurs initially within a certain dc voltag
range on each sawtooth-like branch. The dynamic volt
bandwidth is increased with increasing the magnitude of
NDR.

This work is supported by the Research Grant Coun
Hong Kong, China.

1The applied electric-field distribution across the superlattice is not unifo
and is broken up into different regions, which are called electric-fi
domains. Static electric-field domain formation corresponds to the st
domain boundary, while dynamic electric-field domain formation cor
sponds to the unstable domain boundary.
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